
Presentation in 2 parts – the background and the case study of first application
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Lots of businesses. 
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18404 offers a roadmap or a transformational model
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The point here is that most applications of lean construction are of an ad hoc nature, 
based on either someone's general interest in improvement or most often as a “silver 
bullet” because a project is in trouble.

Next 3 slides are just Lean Basics that were used in slide 5 – (example of an 
intervention)
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Explanation od divisions of work
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Explanation of basic VSA & Process Transformation activities
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Example intervention
This is an example of a one day intervention to help solve a particular problem on site. 
(see full summary book attached to email)
The installation production rate of pre-cast panels was supposed to be 8 per day but 
the team were achieving 4. A day was spent facilitating and carrying out direct 
observation of the process. The fitters were “our most experienced men and cannot be 
improved” By closing out the actions formed by the end of the day, the team were able 
to easily reach the required outputs. Note the proportions of value and waste on the 
summary above. These are REAL. By tackling the waste part productivity easily 
doubles.
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Point is that Transformation is very  different from intervention.
Lean Transformation definition my own.
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I am claiming this as transformational because it shows the ave performance 
of a supply chain (3 Main contractors) over a three year period of effort.
= £1.5mil pa saving on prelims alone + an overall cost reduction of 7%.  By 
End 2013 Progressed 400m2/week – nearly 4 times faster.

HM clothing store fit out ave lead time reduced from 11weeks to 4 weeks 
through collab planning & logistics management. Pilot 10 day fit out also 
achieved.
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KTP in LA Roads maintenance in Scotland. 3 year project. The above slide shows jump 
in performance after applying line balance & takt.
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Above slide shows bottom line profit vs turnover. Claiming that this is 
transformational as profit has improved almost 400% over a 5 year period but against 
a STATIC turnover. Note that there was a lot of lean work going on in the first two 
years and that this wasn’t “instant pudding
“
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My own initial feelings about the ISO initially. Draw full of process maps.
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Point is you can buy a blackbelt cert for £50
I once heard that a consultancy was giving out Yellow belts for turning up to and just 
attending a half day workshop.
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Interestingly no requirement for training
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This research examines what is necessary for lean construction transformation 
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The subject in focus is business transformation in the context of Lean Thinking. Not 
Ad hoc deployment of tools. Need the 1st three for successful transformation. Need 
the fouth for sector wide impact.
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The subject in focus is business transformation in the context of Lean Thinking. Not 
Ad hoc deployment of tools. Need the 1st three for successful transformation. Need 
the fourth for sector wide impact.
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Crossing the Chasm  ref G.Moore
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G&G Case study
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Also mention other sectors such as agriculture, services 
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Summary graphic of lean strategy
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This is dashboard on key KPIs that link with strategy
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Policy deployment plan/tracker showing how improvement projects link directly to 
strategy
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Lean Leaders providing Internal Training
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Portfolio development
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There appears to be a good match between the recommendations in the literature 
and the deployment of 18404
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